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FUTURES RESEARCH AND THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS:

IMPLICATIONS FOR-LONG-RANGE PLANNING IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Americ'es colt ges. and universities are currently undergoing as profound
a change as. that which transformed the nineteenth century world of small

religious colleges into the era of universities And land grant colleges.

Much

of this change is a consequence cf the larger change in American society into
which we are entering, the "'information age."

Certainly rapid technological

developments in computers and telecommunications are revolutionizing current
thinking with respect to instructional and management practices in our
institutions of higher learning.

Moreover, as a con

uence of a rapidly

changing economic workplace, more and more adults are r - entering

postsecondary education not only for enhancement,of their quality of life, but
for v4tal and needed retraining.

The role of research, training and

development in _higher education as we enter, this new era has become more

important than ever.
But ominous clouds threaten. higher educAion as it exists today.

Almost

all American colleges and universities are faced with the necessity of
retrenchment and budget cuts, constricting finances, new legislation and
regulation, increased competition, and changing markets where some degree
programs are overflowing and other degree programs arehalf full.

Such

uncertainty makes it more and more evident thatAhe traditional planning

methods, with their inward focus, are inadequate for our world as we pow it
today.

The purpose of this paper is.to'first delineate the concepts "long-range
,

,

i

.

planning" and "strategic planning."

Oe then describe a plahning model,

emerging from one portion of the futures research community;issUes

management, which we term the environmental scanning model and argue that this
modri is congruent with the concept of strategic planning.

Furthermore, we

argue that it is possible to merge these two planning models into a third,
which we term the strategic' planning process model.

We conclude that given

most colleges and universities are currently in the long-range planning mode,
such a merger will enhance their capability to plan more effectively in this
changing world.

Strategic and Long-Range Planning
The word "strategy" comes from a-Greek noun and verb.

The noun;

strategos, refers to,a military general, combining stratos (the army) and ago
.(to lead).

The prime tasks of strategic management are to understand the

environment, define organizational goals, identify optiOns, make and implement
decisions, and evaluate actual performance.

Thus, according topruck

(1980,

p. 61), strategic planning aims to 'exploit'the new and, different opport6pities

of tomorrow, in contrast to long-range planning which tries to optimize for
tomorrow the.trendt of today.
Cope (19131) has contrasted long-range versus strategid planning as
follows:

long-range planning assumes a clos&I system within which short-range

five to ten year blueprints are constructed, whereas strategic planning
assumes an open 'system whereby organizations must constantly change as they

integrate information from turbulent environments.

Consequently, long-range

planning focuses upon the final blueprint'-of a plan; strategic planning

focuseS upon the process of planning.

Long-range planning focuses on internal

analysis, applying quantitative formulas. and modelS for resource deployment,

and is organized as a separate and distinct function within the organization.
Strategic planning, on the other hand, focuses on the external environment, on

4

judgmental decisions based an qualitative information regarding resource
commitments, and. on integrated, participatory involvement.

Long-range

planniRg uses existing data on which to project future plans; s.trategic

planning is based on current and projected trends to make current andnot
future decisions.

Thus, long-range planning emphasizes the science of
0

management, planning, and decision making.

In strategic planning, the focus

is on changes outside the organizition as tovalues, governmental actions, and
what' competing agencies and organizations are likely to do, with

correspondingly less attention to computer models that project intenpal
resource and staff requirements over the next five to ten years.

Cope states,.

'!long-range plans focus upon organizational goals and objectives five years

from now; stratagic planning asks what decision is appropriate today based
-0(in an understanding of where the critical external 'variables will be five

years from now."'(p. 1)

Thus, long-range planning is viewed as scientific,

using detailed and interrelated data sets, agency plans, and extrapolations of
cufTent budgets.

Strategic planning depends upon intuitive and creative

decision raking as to how,tO guide the organization dyer time in a turbulent
.

environment,

-

It is an organization-wide process that anticipates the future,
-

and culminatei in statements of intention'that match.:strengths with

opportunities and the management of threats.

4s Keller (1983.) maintains, it

is an effort to "make this year's decisions more intelligent by looking toward
the probable 'future and compling the decisions'to overall institutional

.

strategy" (p. 132).

Most colleges and universities are c6rrently in a long-range planning
mode.

However, it is.pOssible to augment this mode with strategic planning

concepts, and, thereby, enhance the Ability of these institutions to steer a

5

course in a changing external environment.'

In order to advance this argument,

we will first examine the, traditional long-range planning model, then examine

the environmentj0 scanning.model, which, when merged with the long-range
planning model, results in the ,strategic planning process.

The Long-Range Planning Model
The traditional long-range planning, model is based upon the concept that

planning consists of at least four key steps built around these questions:
(1) where is the organization now?

want to go?

(2) where is it goi74?

(3) where does it

and (4) what does it have to do to change where it is going to

where it wants to go?

In the planning' context, these four

monitoring, forecasting, goal setting, and implementing.

are

This is a continuing

process that, for example, produces' a fivee.ien, or 15 year plan every year.
.
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The long-range plarihing cycle begins by monitoring selected trends of interest
to the organization, forecasting the future of those trends, (normally based
upon extrapolation.from histoi-ical data .using regression or other techniques),

setting organizational goals in response to these forecasts, implementing
operational plans based upon these goals, and monitoring the effect of these
plan's' on those selected trends and issues.

(See Figure 1)

Insert Figure 1 .
about here.

One of the major limitations of the traditional long-range planning model
is the lack,of systematic inclusion of inforMation about the changing external
yvi'ronment.

Without this information, the long -range planning process may be

locked in the present due 'to an assumption that since we cannot predict

4

p
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changes in the external environment, we must bae our planning on information
we know from the past and immediate present.

Or, certainl/, the inside-out

perspective implicit in traditional planning modelS restricts the amount,of
'information from the external environment available to decision - makers.;.

The Environmental Scanning Model
The environmental scanning model begins with scanning the external.'
As.

6

environment for emerging trends and issues which pose threats or ^pportunities
to the organization.

Each potential issue or trend is then analyzed in the

evaluating/ranking stage as to the likelihood,that it.will emerge and the'.:

nature and degree of',its impact on the organization.

,

This stage -pi Oduce
a

,

a

rank ordering of the issues and trends according to their importnce to
current or planned operations.

The next stage, forecasting, focuses on

developing an understanding of the likely-'future for themOst importantiSsues
and trends.
.'used .

In this stage, any of the modern forecasting techniques may be

Once tne forecasts are mode, each of th4 issues and trends are

monitored for their conlinoed vc.tevance and for the accuracy of the forecasts -*

made in the proceeding stage.

Monitdring, in effect, identifies areas for

additional and continued scanning,

For .example, !..uppose the monitoring'

suggests that a demographic forecast is incorrect.

This implies the need for

%

additional scanning and analysis to develop a more credible forecast.

I

Figure. 2)

,

, Insert Figure 2
/.?

about! here

-(See
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The environmental scanning model 15,congruent with strategic planning
because it directly addresses tlf0 problem'of obtaining and processing

information from the external environment.

With this' infermatiOn, decision

maker's are able to make and implement plans vis a vis the allocation or

reallocation of resources in order to respond to threats or opportunities in
an increasingtly pompetitive marketplace.

Of course, another requirement of

strategic planning is that plans be based on an analysis of the strengths and
4

,

weanesses of the organization (Oyert, 1983):a requirement usually met by
traditional long range planning models with their inside-out orientation.
The Strategic Planning Process Model

Tese two models of planning, the 'Ong-range planning model and the
environmental scanning model, may be merged.

As portrayed in* Figure 3, the

intprrelated model, the strategic planningr-process, consists of six

In'sert Figure 3

about here

identifiable stages:

environmental scanning, evaluation of issues,

.

forecasting, goal setting, implementation, and monitoring.

The merged model,

then, allows information form the external environment in the form of emerging
trends and issues to enter the traditionally inwardly forced plannin'gsystems,
thereby enhancing the overall effectiveness of college and university
planning.

More 'specifically, the merged model identifies how subjects that
ezi

should be added to those used in the monitoring stage of the long-range
planning.model.

Too, it allows.the identification of issues and.trends which

must be used to modify the forecasts of the internal issues derived in

monitoring, stage, i.e., the surprise event5..hat are used in'trand-impact
analytis, policy -- impact ana*sis, and prqbab'ilistic system, dynamics, as well

as other rigorous forecasting methodS used in the traditional long-range
planning procesS.
Conclusion
The argument of this paper is' that given a commitmorit to the long-range
planning model, me"rgingithis model with the

nvironmental scanning model

\a

enhances the overall effectiveness of college

nd university planning. 'The

significance of this argument may be seen in two alternative futures:

one

where the future nappens to the institution and ohe where the future happens
for'the .instttfition.

In the future that happen,s to` the institution, iSsues,,

trends and new developments are not anttcipated before they force the,ir way to
the top of the agenda, demanding. crisis management and the latest ..

In this future, issues are defined by otrrs whose

fire-fighting techniques.

interests do not necessarily include tho-se of the institution or its purpose.

Not-only are threatOrom the external environment not-anticipited'as.early as
possible, key bppOrtunities will either'be missed or diminished in value.
---In-the future that happens for .the institutioradministratiVe leadership

.

,

is focused more in the fire-prevention mode and less ipp-the fire 'fighting
I.

mode.- Thus it is able to exercise more careful judgment in the

,Orderly and

1.

ion of resources.

efficient all6

Certainly this, future will s ill have
A

unforeseen developments, but they will be fewer in number.

'=.

Thus in tit9tjons

v

will be able to address their. mission with -greater confidence and c ntinuity

as they are interrupted by fewer and smaller fire-fighting exercise

.
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